CORRIGENDA ET ADDENDA

Vol. 14, No 1

THE STABILITY OF POTASSIUM IODATE IN CRUDE TABLE SALT

Page 185, Résumé, 9e ligne à partir du bas

*supprimer* pour 100 000 parties de sel
*insérer* pour 10 000 parties de sel

Vol. 14, No. 3

SYNTHETIC SUBSTANCES WITH MORPHINE-LIKE EFFECT

Page 375, Table II, third column from right, lines 2 and 3 from foot

*delete* 35

Page 375, Table II, third column from right, last line

*insert* >150

Page 375, footnote (22)

*delete* Doses ... effectively.
*insert* 35 mg of betaprodine every four hours in 24-hour substitution in three subjects suppressed morphine abstinence phenomena. Betaprodine and alphameprodine are about equally effective.

Page 375, footnote (23)

*delete* 24-hour substitution carried out.
*insert* A single dose of 150 mg at the 20th hour of morphine abstinence had no effect on the abstinence syndrome. Poor solubility of the compound and irritation at the site of injection precluded the trial of larger doses.

Page 385, Table IV, last column, line 5

*delete* 58
*insert* 57
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